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Colleagues,

 

Good Tuesday morning!

 

The Associated Press has a new Washington chief of bureau - Julie Pace, who has
been the bureau's most visible writer as chief White House correspondent.

 

In announcing her selection Monday, AP executive editor Sally Buzbee said Pace
would continue "to write and report, with a continued focus on the presidency, even
as she leads the overall news agenda of the bureau and works closely with
reporters to help them do their best work."

 

In a tweet Monday morning, Pace said, "I'll still be writing and reporting so to all my
sources, you haven't heard the last of me :)"

 
Buzbee had served as Washington bureau chief until January 1, 2017, when she
took the reins of the AP's global news report at New York headquarters.

 

"For the past decade," Buzbee told staff Monday, "Julie has anchored our report
from the White House, on politics and about Washington. She's an award-winning
reporter and a graceful writer who is an absolute ace on deadline. She's also a
warm and collaborative colleague, who inspires and motivates colleagues with her
ambition to win the story every day.
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"For all those reasons, Julie is the right person to lead this team as the Trump
administration rocks the nation and the world. She'll begin immediately.

 

"Throughout the 2016 campaign and into the early days of the Trump administration,
the depth of Julie's reporting and the clarity of her analysis has enriched our report.
In her role as bureau chief, Julie will continue to write and report, with a continued
focus on the presidency, even as she leads the overall news agenda of the bureau
and works closely with reporters to help them do their best work.

 

"For that reason, we're also announcing today a new structure for the bureau's
leadership. Julie's team will include four deputy bureau chiefs, and we will post
those positions internally."

 

Buzbee thanked Wendy Benjaminson for her work as acting Washington bureau
chief since the start of 2017. "We've all benefited from her steady hand on the story
as we moved through the early days of the Trump administration and our own
leadership transition," Buzbee said.

 

Paul

 

AP names Julie Pace as its new
Washington chief of bureau
 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Associated Press on Monday named White House
Correspondent Julie Pace as its new chief of bureau in Washington. She will direct
the news cooperative's coverage of the presidency, politics and the U.S. government
during a time of intense global interest.

 

In her new role, Pace will remain AP's
leading voice on Washington and
American politics, delivering the same
aggressive news reporting and insightful
analysis that has defined her tenure as
the news organization's senior reporter at
the White House and on the 2016
campaign.
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Julie Pace

 

"We are in an era that demands the
strongest, most deeply reported, accurate
and credible journalism," said Sally
Buzbee, AP senior vice president and
executive editor. "Julie is uniquely
qualified to lead that effort. Her
leadership, commitment and integrity are
of the highest caliber."

 

Along with Pace's appointment, Buzbee
and Managing Editor Brian Carovillano
unveiled a new leadership structure
designed to eventually integrate all of
AP's reporting and storytelling efforts in
Washington across text, video and
photos, to better meet the needs of
customers in the digital age.

 

Pace, 35, began her career as a reporter in 2003 at South Africa's only independent
television network, before spending two years reporting on politics and elections at
The Tampa Tribune and its partner television station, WFLA.

 

She joined AP in 2007 as a multimedia reporter, developing and executing the
cooperative's plans for live video coverage of 2008's Election Day and the
inauguration of Barack Obama as president.

 

A native of Buffalo, New York, Pace joined AP's White House staff in 2009 to cover
the Obama administration. Four years later, she was named White House
correspondent and took on responsibility for AP's overall coverage of the Obama
presidency. In that role, she also served as AP's lead reporter on the 2016 campaign
between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton.

 

Pace won the White House Correspondents' Association Merriman Smith award in
2013 for her work explaining the Obama campaign's complex - and winning -
approach to voter turnout. Her analyses of the 2016 election won the Oliver S.
Gramling award for journalism, AP's highest internal honor.

 

A hallmark of Pace is her ability to combine deep reporting, sharp writing and tight
deadlines to offer AP members and customers an analysis of the day's events that
transcends conventional wisdom, Buzbee said. As bureau chief, Pace will continue
to do so, while working with other journalists to bring out the best in their own work.
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"Julie's ability to burrow in on stories and to work effectively and collaboratively with
a team of colleagues to break news is enormously beneficial to AP's customers,
readers and viewers," Buzbee said. "That is the model we want to pursue as this
demanding story continues."

 

Click here for a link to this story.

 

Washington bureau chiefs from 1855
on...
 
Lawrence A. Gobright, 1855-79 (Gobright, Phillips, McKee held title of "Washington
Agent")

Walter P. Phillips, 1879-82    

David R. McKee, 1882-92

Charles A. Boynton, 1892-1908 (held title of "Washington manager")

Edwin M. Hood, 1908-09

John Palmer Gavit, 1909-11 (first to bear the title of "chief of bureau")

Jackson S. Elliott, 1911-12, 1915-18

Charles T. Thompson, 1912-15

Lionel C. Probert, 1918-27

Byron Price, 1927-37

Milo M. Thompson, 1937-39

Brian Bell, 1939-42

Paul Miller, 1942-47

Relman Morin, 1947-49

William L. Beale, Jr., 1949-69

Marvin L. Arrowsmith, 1969-77

Walter Mears, 1977-83

Charles Lewis, 1984-89

Jonathan P. Wolman, 1989-98

Sandy Johnson, 1998-2008

Ron Fournier, 2008-2010
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Sally Buzbee, 2010-2016

Julie Pace, 2017 -

 

(Source:  Washington AP: Witness to Power and Politics, by Calvin Woodward and
Deborah Mesce, 1998) Shared by AP Corporate Communications.

 

Sally Buzbee's note to the staff
 

Colleagues,

 

It's my great pleasure to announce that Julie Pace is our new Washington bureau
chief.

 

For the past decade, Julie has anchored our report from the White House, on
politics and about Washington. She's an award-winning reporter and a graceful
writer who is an absolute ace on deadline. She's also a warm and collaborative
colleague, who inspires and motivates colleagues with her ambition to win the story
every day.

 

For all those reasons, Julie is the right person to lead this team as the Trump
administration rocks the nation and the world. She'll begin immediately.

 

Throughout the 2016 campaign and into the early days of the Trump administration,
the depth of Julie's reporting and the clarity of her analysis has enriched our report.
In her role as bureau chief, Julie will continue to write and report, with a continued
focus on the presidency, even as she leads the overall news agenda of the bureau
and works closely with reporters to help them do their best work.

 

For that reason, we're also announcing today a new structure for the bureau's
leadership. Julie's team will include four deputy bureau chiefs, and we will post
those positions internally.

 

Two deputies will focus on newsgathering, working with and overseeing our team of
news editors: one on the White House, Congress and politics, and the second
overseeing the critical other beats, from national security to education. A third
deputy will focus on our visual and digital presentation efforts, including how we
present our work in all formats. The fourth deputy will focus on video newsgathering,
working closely with Denise and her team at the BNC as we transition, later this year
and into next year, to a cross-format operation in Washington.
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Over the past six months, one of the things I've heard over and over is that our
journalists want more chances to brainstorm, to talk over angles and reporting
strategy with their editors and colleagues, to work collaboratively to produce their
best work. This change in leadership structure is designed specifically to help meet
those needs. Washington is chock full of talent: our aim is to harness that talent to
be as competitive as possible on this demanding story.

 

Until the new deputies are in place, I've asked Kathleen Hennessey and David Ake
to step forward and help Julie as she transitions into her new role: Kathleen will act
on an interim basis in the deputy role vis a vis White House, Congress and politics;
and David Ake the same on visual/presentation, plus budget issues. Nancy Benac
will also be attached to the White House team to assist with editing.

 

To achieve our ambitions, in the next few days, we'll also post two jobs to boost our
coverage of the Russia story and intelligence. These additions to our team will
augment the work already underway every day to report on the investigations on the
Hill, at the FBI and elsewhere, and discover the facts of the underlying story.

 

In the short term, we're also going to move additional investigative reporting
resources onto the Trump-Russia story to provide more firepower.

 

Brian and I will be in the bureau today to strategize with Julie and her team and
answer any questions you might have, and we're always available on the phone.

 

I want to thank Wendy for her work as acting bureau chief since the start of the year.
We've all benefited from her steady hand on the story as we moved through the
early days of the Trump administration and our own leadership transition.

 

Our commitment to this bureau is strong and intense - and will not waver. We are
excited by the challenges ahead, and by the team we're assembling to attack them.
Julie and the entire Washington operation have our full support - and the deepest
promise to do everything in our power to win on this story.

 

Connecting mailbox
 

The Tom Eblens
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Ric Brack (Email) - Reading the Kentuckian Tom Eblen's memories reminded me
of when I was introduced to him by the Kansan Tom Eblen, possibly at the APME
conference he mentioned in his Connecting remarks Monday.

 

Tom was still active in national APME in those days, and, because I was just getting
involved in the organization, we'd connect at conferences so he could introduce me
to people I needed to know (and to steer me away from some, as well). After
meeting the Kentucky Tom Eblen at one such gathering, the Kansas one told me:
"It's easy to tell us apart. I'm the good looking one."

 

-0-

 

Current, former AP staffers turn out to
celebrate Dorothy Abernathy's retirement in
Richmond
 

Among those who traveled to Richmond to celebrate Dorothy's (third from le�)
re�rement were (le� to right), Adam Yeomans, Eva Parziale, Michelle Williams, David
Wilkison and Sally Hale. (Photo by Montrese Garner-Sampson).

Two dozen current, former and retired and AP staffers turned out Saturday night to
celebrate Dorothy Abernathy's retirement from AP after 35 years with the co-op. The
party was held at the Virginia Press Association in Richmond.
 

mailto:ric.brack@gmail.com
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Dorothy and husband
Duncan

A�endees, from le�: Eva Parziale, Adam Yeomans,
Michelle Williams, Montrese Garner-Sampson, Bill
Baskervill, Mary Ellin Arch, Heidi Brown, Hank Kurz,
Dorothy Abernathy, Amanda Kell, Mike Mazzo,
Steve Helber, Steve McMillan, Sally Hale and David
Wilkison.

Dorothy joined AP in Little Rock, Arkansas, from The
Kansas City Star, was promoted the following year to
correspondent in Roanoke, Virginia, Cleveland
correspondent in 1987, then bureau chief in Virginia in
1989. While in Richmond, she has steadily expanded
her territory and duties - adding West Virginia to her
portfolio, then the mid-Atlantic states. She most recently
has also been working with members and commercial
customers in Washington, D.C.

 

Former and current Richmond staffers praised Dorothy
for her support and compassion during her tenure, and
noted her leadership during major breaking stories.
Dorothy told wonderful stories about her colleagues,
and talked about how their skill, professionalism and dedication make her job so
easy over the years.

 

AP colleagues, many of whom
were unable to attend the party,
sent letters of congratulations
which were collated into a book
and presented to Dorothy along
with a gift card from her co-
workers across the country.
Among the letters were one
from AP president and CEO
Gary Pruitt, who called Dorothy
"an enthusiastic representative
of the AP, one who will be sorely
missed by colleagues, members
and customers." Local Markets
Director Sally Hale, who was in
attendance, wrote that Dorothy
is a pioneer "who led the way
for all the women who followed
in your footsteps." In his letter,
Regional Director Dwayne
Desaulniers told Dorothy: "I
hope every minute, every
footprint and very mile overflows with discovery, adventure, happiness and
fulfillment."

 

Dorothy's last day with AP will be July 5. She said she's going to tackle some mini-
projects at home and participate in community service. She's involved in a few
groups at her church already and also is looking at getting involved in an
organization trying to abolish political gerrymandering in Virginia. In addition, she is
considering accepting an invitation to serve on the board of the Virginia Public
Access Project beginning in 2018. Meantime, she and she and her husband Duncan
will be taking short vacations to visit family and friends this summer
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If you'd like to drop her a note, her personal email is - dabernathy@outlook.com    

 

-0-

 

After her AP layoff, Blaney's job search was
most difficult assignment she ever had - but
found success
 

  

Betsy Blaney (Email) - It was new terrain for me. I hadn't ever envisioned being
laid off. But that was what I faced on Dec. 9, 2016, when the AP eliminated my
position as West Texas correspondent as part of a workforce reduction. There's no
way to understate it: I was scared. But I also felt as motivated as ever to not let this
wrinkle disturb my peace of mind. I framed it as working on the most difficult
reporting assignment I'd ever had.   

 

mailto:dabernathy@outlook.com
mailto:ecblaney@gmail.com
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I started the effort to find new employment right away, applying for unemployment
benefits and beginning to reach out to people I'd gotten to know in the Lubbock
area. It was a real boon to have forged so strong a network during my 16-plus years
working in Lubbock, Texas. At first, I was required to do five job search activities,
which can include talking to people whose businesses could reasonably expect to
have openings on the horizon. That number rose to seven a week in mid-February.
It was the hardest job I've ever had. I drove hundreds of miles out of town to meet
with newspaper publishers and editors. Did I want stay in print journalism? I didn't
know for sure. I let my gut guide me, as no opportunity was off the table.

 

Routine and discipline have always been important to me, and I felt those traits
would be paramount as I negotiated my jobless status. I never slept in and was in
bed early. I worked out more, as much as six times a week, believing it would keep
at bay any depressed feelings that might arise. It worked. I never moped around or
felt in the doldrums. I dropped 8 pounds and cultivated good friendships at my
fitness center.

 

I reduced my expenses and bought only what I absolutely needed. I ate at home
almost exclusively. I adjusted my thermostat. I did one load of wash and one load of
dishes a week. I'd never lived large but now was living so much smaller than I had.  

 

But most importantly, I leaned a lot on family and friends. I've always been the friend
or sibling who was the helper, the shoulder to lean on, so this too was new territory. I
also spoke intermittently with one of the other 24 APers who were laid off when I
was. The support and encouragement I got was immensely important. I'm so
grateful!

 

I considered taking freelance gigs but realized that getting a full-time job was my
priority and doing freelance work would take time and energy away from my job
searching. I retooled my resume, wrote scores of cover letters and filled out oodles
of job applications.

 

In March, I returned to teaching tennis (I taught and played professionally before
becoming a journalist in 1991) at a local country club. The money per hour was
really good, and I considered doing that full-time. But the work is hard on one's body,
and at my age, wouldn't be easy on mine, especially after two hip replacements in
2016. Teaching a game I've loved since I was 10 years old felt like home!

 

Finally, in mid-April, one of the people I spoken to in January called me to tell me the
money he had been seeking for a new position had materialized. He encouraged me
to apply to be a producer at the Lubbock-area PBS radio station, which is owned by
Texas Tech University. He told me he'd much rather has a 25-year veteran journalist
with no audio experience than the other way around. This felt like a good fit, so I
applied.
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On June 9, six months to the day since my layoff, it became official. I start June 30
as a radio producer, reporting, writing and editing audio for broadcasts on KTTZ-FM.
(http://kttz.org)

 

The journey taught me so much, and my resilience muscle is stronger, sturdier
because of it. Though I miss my AP family and working for the largest and oldest
newsgathering outfit in the world, I gained so many life-long friends. And I am thrilled
beyond measure to have a new adventure ahead.

 

See you on the radio! 

 

-0-

Back to grassroots politicking

Terry Anderson (Email) - So it's back to grassroots politicking. Firemen's
parades are a staple for local candidates, and a good showing is a must. I'm
stumping for Ben Hixon, a first-timer, working on his doctoral in artificial intelligence,
and openly gay. Also extremely smart, hard-working and dedicated to diversity.
Maybe not great odds in one of Virginia's reddest districts, but we've got one

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016_dRk79SQFM7nRLxD1-3r7NO1OHwY4UpC9ANJC5Y5OZ5sPz5CIt4DAcfyOoGjlNlpCndPETXB1_5s5H1bQMk_smYup0B01xIr3y0G5iEWFoSOI4FfSpjj39qt-Iq-V1VILWjYSEwYGGYg7hiTajAMD-AFtHU-QT_&c=_kV1g34d_RpLYwvUwhb6DHARuGUyVwRx5ChV1pp9anrmiE37i6Pqxg==&ch=uSG1i1la6ElId6gzxP8hx9MkV_Zhaaz-E5yCjInc31pjcGrXkIHE_A==
mailto:Taa51@hotmail.com
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incredible advantage working for us - Donald the Orange!  ( I'm the guy sitting down
(ok, I'm old). Ben's the guy with the tie, of course.) 

-0-

 

Scott Charton starts his 56th birthday with his
'oldest friend'
 

  
Retired Jefferson City Correspondent and Missouri Roving Reporter Scott Charton
(Email) started his 56th birthday on Monday by sharing breakfast in Columbia, Mo.,

mailto:chartonconsulting@yahoo.com
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with his "oldest friend" - his 93-year-old mom, Great-Grandmother Jimmie Dean
"Honey" Charton. Said Scott, "Honey reassured me that I am 'just a pup!' Although
Honey has lost vision in her right eye, she is sharp, cheerful and still an enthusiastic
newspaper reader, enjoying her Columbia Daily Tribune each morning and the
Sunday Arkansas Democrat-Gazette from our native state along with the weekly
from her small Arkansas hometown, the (Morrilton, Ark.) Petit Jean Country
Headlight. We should ALL be so blessed! Thanks to my friends for so many kind
birthday wishes.

 

Onward!"

 

-0-

 

Awakening
 

Aye Aye and her husband Min Zaw in the ancient city of Bagan on June 3 to celebrate
the one-year recovery anniversary. She notes that he works as a reporter for the Tokyo
and Chuinich Shimbun and he's s�ll working. "He's the one who was detained for about
a week during the "saffron revolu�on" in 2007."

Aye Aye Win (Email) - retired AP Myanmar chief of bureau:

 

I believe that everything happens for a reason and I believe it happens for a good
reason. Here's my story. 

mailto:ayeayeap@gmail.com
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Actually it all happened in November 2015 but I will fast forward to 2016.

 

When my better half was diagnosed with liver cancer and later when he decided to
undergo liver transplant, I realized that I did not possess the right tools to deal with
that level of stress. I went through an emotional roller-coaster ride from the time he
underwent the liver transplant to several months of his recovery journey.

 

Every step of the journey had been very painful and stressful and a learning
experience. Even though I pretended to stay strong, I felt sad and helpless; I lost
weight; I started losing hair and I could feel my immune system getting low.

 

One day, while I was waiting beside my husband, it dawned upon me that the stress
and fear I was going through was not just because of the sickness and suffering of
my better half but also because of the fear of losing the loved one.

 

I came to understand how futile my fear and how negative my thoughts had been.
As my elder sister and my niece kept reminding me to think positive and stay
positive, I came to realize that the negative energy I was consumed with would also
affect my husband's condition and likely slow down his recovery. I finally began to
wise up to the situation and prove to myself that it's in my genes to bounce back.

 

I started listening to the audio files my family and my friends sent me. The lectures
by Buddhist monks and spiritual teachers helped me pull myself together. The kind
words, support and prayers by those near and far also helped keep my sanity intact.
I felt that the positive energy turned me into a cheerful and healthier person and my
better half slowly got better with no major hitches along his road to recovery.

 

Now that a year has passed since my husband's liver transplant, he's almost back to
his normal self, and I found peace within myself and with things around me. Like
some wise man says, "bad experiences are bad only if we fail to learn from them", I
turn my unhappy moments into a learning experience and improve myself. I've made
up my mind not to waste my time and energy over things that are either beyond my
control or unproductive but stay positive and live each day. Every day is a beautiful
day for me now.

 

So I believe that everything happens for a reason and it happens for a good reason.
Thank you all from the bottom of my heart. I want to thank each and every one of
you by name but any name that I inadvertently left out could hurt someone
unnecessarily.

 

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday
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To

 
Matt Sedensky - msedensky@ap.org

 

Jim Williams - jim@jrw3.com
 

 

Welcome to Connecting

  

Julie Pace
 

Stories of interest
 

mailto:msedensky@ap.org
mailto:jim@jrw3.com
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Why the Disintegration of Chicago's Most
Iconic Media Brand Is Such a Big Blow to the
Windy City  (AdWeek)

 

For 95 years, 435 North Michigan Ave. has cast its imperious, 34-story shadow over
the canyons of downtown Chicago. Designed by Raymond Hood and inspired by the
Rouen Cathedral, the neo-Gothic skyscraper soars 463 feet into the clouds and
wears a crown from the Middle Ages: pinnacles, grotesques, flying buttresses. It is
one of those buildings that Chicagoans mention when boasting of the architecture of
their city. But in those conversations, 435 North Michigan is rarely the name of the
place. For locals-for everyone, actually-the skyscraper goes by its given name: the
Tribune Tower.

 

That's Tribune as in the Chicago Tribune, in case you needed to ask, but nobody
really does. The Windy City's leading daily newspaper installed its editorial offices
high in the tower, and it's also given its name to the TV and radio stations at street
level. The call letters WGN stand for the moniker that Tribune editor and publisher
Robert R. McCormick applied to his beloved broadsheet in the years after World
War I: the "World's Greatest Newspaper."

 

But these days, it's hard to find anyone that confident about the Tribune, and a
quaver of uncertainty has crept into the voices of Chicago media watchers. There is
good reason. After decades of reporting the news, the Windy City's once-great
multimedia empire has generated stories about itself for a change, and none of them
is especially encouraging.
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Read more here. Shared by Scott Charton.

 

-0-

The female American spy who lured secrets
from Japanese officers in WW II (Washington Post)

 

By Daniel Stashower June 9

 

MACARTHUR'S SPIES

The Soldier, the Singer, and the Spymaster Who Defied the Japanese in World
War II

By Peter Eisner

 

Viking. 368 pp. $28

 

On April 19, 1951, in the wake of his dismissal as commander of American-led
forces in Korea, Gen. Douglas MacArthur stood before Congress and famously
declared that "old soldiers never die; they just fade away." Three weeks later, as
Peter Eisner notes in his gripping new account of Allied espionage in the Pacific
theater during World War II, a low-budget movie called "I Was an American Spy"
opened to considerably less fanfare in theaters across America, purporting to tell, as
one poster breathlessly proclaimed, "the startling TRUE story of America's 'Mata
Hari' of the South Pacific!" This was the enigmatic Claire Phillips, an "alluring
chanteuse" from Michigan whose covert activities in the Philippines had brought a
Medal of Freedom on the recommendation of "Big Chief" MacArthur himself.

 

[How an unlikely hero changed the nature of war]

 

"I Was an American Spy," loosely based on Phillips's highly colored memoir, was "a
trite and obvious jingoistic romance made on a back lot," Eisner writes. It charts the
travails of an American torch singer, trapped in the Philippines at the start of the war,
who opens a nightclub in Manila called the Tsubaki, named for a rare Japanese
flower. There, she deploys a potent combination of wine, women and song to gather
valuable intelligence from besotted Japanese officers and funnels aid to American
guerilla fighters, only to be imprisoned and tortured by occupying forces before her
ultimate liberation by American soldiers. Incredibly, though the movie took many
liberties, much of it was true. "Claire was indeed an American spy and provided
comfort to guerrillas in the mountains and prisoners of war around Manila," Eisner

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016_dRk79SQFM7nRLxD1-3r7NO1OHwY4UpC9ANJC5Y5OZ5sPz5CIt4DAcfyOoGjlNlPdJkbTQOzYKayojVMtNw3ceBCfYaEM0blEIgqvfkTYbbxdcyQZda8AYBU7VcBbkTH7iwRoR6c3WJqtLPy6MjFIYVhSOtEbfemsz9vWJTnCfFlwcohNzm-EHMS51i5NwzVLCSnjTzQyBYtZoPL-GhcVyGJGHgIHhCA98i4Or5dpHiukoeL2QrcV3rjcGdXxOUSC6oJpxwKUW-ko5Xw4AQfkOJWkG4a6TTwrBYCeUrHr5jaURAUZVL_3R_sh1Ic_q3&c=_kV1g34d_RpLYwvUwhb6DHARuGUyVwRx5ChV1pp9anrmiE37i6Pqxg==&ch=uSG1i1la6ElId6gzxP8hx9MkV_Zhaaz-E5yCjInc31pjcGrXkIHE_A==
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tells us, and at her nightclub she "sweet-talked men who, hopelessly drunk with
love, provided the names of their crews, their travel dates, and their itineraries."
Codenamed "High Pockets" - for her habit of smuggling sensitive documents in her
brassiere, it was said - Phillips "had become a folk hero among POWS and
guerillas" by the end of the war.

 

Read more here. Shared by Claude Erbsen, who notes Peter Eisner is a former AP
staffer (Brasilia, Caracas, Mexico)

 

Today in History - June 13, 2017

  

By The Associated Press

 Today is Tuesday, June 13, the 164th day of 2017. There are 201 days left in the
year.

 

Today's Highlights in History:

 

On June 13, 1942, a four-man Nazi sabotage team arrived on Long Island, New
York, during World War II, three days before a second four-man team landed in
Florida. (All eight were arrested after two members of the first group decided to
defect and cooperate with U.S. authorities; they were ultimately spared while the
other six were executed.) President Franklin D. Roosevelt created the Office of
Strategic Services, a wartime intelligence agency, and the Office of War Information,
headed by radio news commentator Elmer Davis.

 

On this date:

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016_dRk79SQFM7nRLxD1-3r7NO1OHwY4UpC9ANJC5Y5OZ5sPz5CIt4DAcfyOoGjlNlBlVHygRfJLMqnKDxEy7VTqCm-ifcwvLGRhVks74f09PI_o6PD9I4UV3JzTBfisx5dbfSF_BQFGrAYm-CJJnxpIaEJS2amEzv4ij818Z3o248oCTvj4c7P66VU-Go7K6uwI9f11RgNNletPxO1g5OcoaHDmw6DHMP2MBtz7pNAbDJ8Ky_hOcUHCXpaGPEp1xH8sdJBi_-HLpW6sElsEjd87geuWjgh47c0DjsR62ajCLLqp_0mnBIupp9YBTHrnbSlK0ZWs_r2UJbcOPPVNoLcx5YMC6ViQyO7O7ex--1k7EytTy41yLtyI9hZSFyGaAnOrv04xqkPE39gcWrbxvAVJqhkGNM0wPZ&c=_kV1g34d_RpLYwvUwhb6DHARuGUyVwRx5ChV1pp9anrmiE37i6Pqxg==&ch=uSG1i1la6ElId6gzxP8hx9MkV_Zhaaz-E5yCjInc31pjcGrXkIHE_A==
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In 1842, Queen Victoria became the first British monarch to ride on a train, traveling
from Slough Railway Station to Paddington in 25 minutes.

 

In 1886, King Ludwig II of Bavaria drowned in Lake Starnberg.

 

In 1917, during World War I, a group of German Gotha bombers attacked London,
killing 162 people. The Phillips Petroleum Co. was incorporated in Bartlesville,
Oklahoma. (Phillips merged with Conoco in 2002.)

 

In 1927, aviation hero Charles Lindbergh was honored with a ticker-tape parade in
New York City.

 

In 1935, James Braddock claimed the title of world heavyweight boxing champion
from Max Baer in a 15-round fight in Queens, New York. "Becky Sharp," the first
movie photographed in "three-strip" Technicolor, opened in New York.

 

In 1957, the Mayflower II, a replica of the ship that brought the Pilgrims to America
in 1620, arrived at Plymouth, Massachusetts, after a nearly two-month journey from
England.

 

In 1966, the Supreme Court ruled in Miranda v. Arizona that criminal suspects had
to be informed of their constitutional right to consult with an attorney and to remain
silent.

 

In 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson nominated Solicitor-General Thurgood
Marshall to become the first black justice on the U.S. Supreme Court.

 

In 1977, James Earl Ray, the convicted assassin of civil rights leader Martin Luther
King Jr., was recaptured following his escape three days earlier from a Tennessee
prison.

 

In 1981, a scare occurred during a parade in London when a teenager fired six
blank shots at Queen Elizabeth II.

 

In 1992, Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton stirred controversy during an
appearance before the Rainbow Coalition by criticizing rap singer Sister Souljah for
making remarks that he said were "filled with hatred" toward whites.
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In 1997, a jury voted unanimously to give Timothy McVeigh the death penalty for the
Oklahoma City bombing that killed 168 people. The Chicago Bulls captured their fifth
professional basketball championship in seven years with a 90-86 victory over the
Utah Jazz in Game 6.

 

Ten years ago: In Beirut, Lebanon, a powerful car bombing killed Walid Eido, a
prominent anti-Syrian legislator. Insurgents blew up the two minarets of a revered
Shiite shrine in Samarra, Iraq, a year after the shrine's golden dome was destroyed
in a bombing.

 

Five years ago: Federal prosecutors dropped all charges against former Democratic
vice-presidential candidate John Edwards after his corruption trial ended the
previous month in a deadlocked jury. A Houston jury convicted a man of shooting to
death his neighbor during a confrontation outside the neighbor's home two years
earlier, rejecting his claim that he was within his rights under Texas' version of a
stand-your-ground law. (Raul Rodriguez was later sentenced to 40 years in prison
for killing Kelly Danaher.) Matt Cain pitched the 22nd perfect game in major league
history and the first for the San Francisco Giants, beating the Houston Astros 10-0.

 

One year ago: A day after the Orlando, Florida, nightclub shooting rampage that
claimed 49 victims, Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton offered drastically different
proposals for stemming the threat of terrorism and gun violence; Trump focused
heavily on the nation's immigration system (even though the shooter was U.S. born)
and redoubled his call for temporarily banning Muslims from the United States, while
Clinton said she would prioritize stopping "lone wolf" attackers as president and
reiterated her call for banning assault weapons. In a surprise move, Microsoft said it
was buying LinkedIn for about $26.2 billion.

 

Today's Birthdays: Actor Bob McGrath is 85. Artist Christo is 82. Magician Siegfried
(Siegfried & Roy) is 78. Actor Malcolm McDowell is 74. Former U.N. Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon is 73. Singer Dennis Locorriere is 68. Actor Richard Thomas
is 66. Actor Jonathan Hogan is 66. Actor Stellan Skarsgard is 66. Comedian Tim
Allen is 64. Actress Ally Sheedy is 55. TV anchor Hannah Storm is 55. Rock
musician Paul deLisle (deh-LYL') (Smash Mouth) is 54. Actress Lisa Vidal is 52.
Singer David Gray is 49. Rhythm-and-blues singer Deniece Pearson (Five Star) is
49. Rock musician Soren Rasted (Aqua) is 48. Actor Jamie Walters is 48. Singer-
musician Rivers Cuomo (Weezer) is 47. Country singer Susan Haynes is 45. Actor
Steve-O is 43. Country singer Jason Michael Carroll is 39. Actor Ethan Embry is 39.
Actor Chris Evans is 36. Actress Sarah Schaub is 34. Singer Raz B is 32. Actress
Kat Dennings is 31. Actress Mary-Kate Olsen is 31. Actress Ashley Olsen is 31.
DJ/producer Gesaffelstein is 30. Actor Aaron Taylor-Johnson is 27.

 

Thought for Today: "The penalty of success is to be bored by people who
used to snub you." - Viscountess (VY'-kown-tihs) Astor, American-born
English politician (1879-1964).
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Got a story or photos to share?
 

   
Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.

- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
paulstevens46@gmail.com

Connecting newsletter, 14719 W 79th Ter, Lenexa, KS 66215

mailto:paulstevens46@gmail.com
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